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Summary

It is well known that the medium access control (MAC)

layer is the main bottleneck for the IEEE 802.11 wire-

less LANs. Much work has been done on performance

analysis of the 802.11 MAC. However, most of them as-

sume that the wireless channel is error-free. In this pa-

per, we investigate the saturation throughput performance

achieved at the MAC layer, in both congested and error-

prone channels. We provide a simple and accurate analyt-

ical model to calculate the MAC throughput. The model

is validated through extensive simulation results. Our re-

sults show that channel errors have a significant impact

on the system performance.
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1 Introduction

The IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN (WLAN) [1] is the pre-

dominant technology for wireless access in local areas:

the 802.11b WiFi networks with physical (PHY) layer
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data rates up to 11 Mbps in the 2.4 GHz frequency band

have been widely deployed in hotspots and offices. Fur-

thermore, 802.11a in the 5 GHz band, and 802.11g in

dual bands (2.4 GHz and 5 GHz), are being deployed to

provide PHY layer data rates up to 54 Mbps. To further

increase data rates and throughput, the 802.11 working

group created a new task group, namely 802.11n, which

focuses on the standardization issues of next-generation

WLANs to achieve 100 Mbps net throughput.

In the 802.11 protocol stack, the medium access

control (MAC) layer plays a key role in determining

the channel efficiency and quality-of-service (QoS) for

upper-layer applications. The fundamental function to

access the wireless medium provided by the MAC layer

is called distributed coordination function (DCF). An en-

hanced DCF mechanism called EDCA, and two polling-

based mechanisms (point coordination function, PCF,

and hybrid coordination function, HCF), were also pro-

posed by the 802.11/802.11e groups. The latter three

mechanisms are based on DCF and required to be com-

patible with it. Thus, a thorough understanding of the

DCF performance in various channel conditions is a fun-

damental research issue for enhancing QoS support and

efficiency at the MAC layer.

In the literature, a lot of research efforts have been car-

ried out to model the behavior of DCF with saturated

loads in an error-free channel condition (e.g., [2]–[4]).
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Among them, Bianchi’s two-dimensional Markov chain

model [2] is a fundamental one. In [3], the seizing effect

is added into Bianchi’s model, considering that the sta-

tion which just finished a successful transmission has a

better chance to access and seize the channel than the oth-

ers. Another extension is provided in [4] by considering

the frame retransmission limit. Furthermore, an analyt-

ical model with unsaturated traffic sources can be found

in [5].

Recently, several researchers started to analyze the sat-

uration throughput of DCF in error-prone channels [6]–

[11]: A Gaussian wireless error channel is assumed in

which a constant channel bit error rate (BER) is supposed

to be known in advance. The channel BER is then intro-

duced into Bianchi’s model1. To the best of our knowl-

edge, most of the existing work only considers the error

probability of data frames. [10] is the only one which also

addresses the error probability of ACK frames. However,

the way that they have computed the average time that

the channel is sensed busy is not in accordance with the

802.11 standard. Furthermore, in [6]–[8], the impact of

EIFS interval has not been modeled when a transmission

failure occurs. [11] is different from the above studies,

it extends another saturation model in [12] and analyzes

the capacity and variability of the MAC protocol in error

channel conditions. In summary, a thorough and accu-

rate performance analysis for DCF under both congested

and error-prone channel conditions is still missing in the

literature.

To this aim, we present a saturation throughput model

for the 802.11 DCF scheme in this paper. The 802.11a

PHY layer has been chosen as an example to calcu-

late the channel BER although our analytical model

can be applied in all kinds of 802.11 PHY layers (e.g.,

1No methods were provided in those studies on how to obtain chan-
nel BER.

802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g and the future higher data rate

802.11n). The main contributions of this paper lie in:

• A better understanding and a comprehensive expla-

nation on how the MAC layer handles collisions and

transmission errors.

• An analytical model of the 802.11 DCF saturation

throughput under congested and error-prone channel

conditions.

• A performance investigation of the 802.11 MAC

through the analytical model and simulations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 explains how the 802.11 DCF protocols han-

dle frame collisions and transmission errors. The 802.11a

PHY layer is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents

our analytical model. Section 5 validates the model by

comparing the analytical results with those obtained with

simulations. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Collision and error control in

DCF

In this section, we first explain the principles of the DCF

protocol. We then present how DCF handles collisions

and frame transmission errors.

The basic access mechanism of DCF is acarrier sense

multiple access with collision avoidance(CSMA/CA)

scheme with a binary exponential backoff. In DCF,

there are two kinds of carrier sensing mechanisms: the

PHY layer carrier sensing and the MAC layer virtual car-

rier sensing. The PHY layer carrier sensing discovers

whether the wireless medium is busy or not through a

clear channel assessment function [1]. Then, the PHY

layer sends an indication of carrier status to the MAC

layer. On the other hand, the virtual carrier sensing is
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optionally used by a transmitting station (STA) as fol-

lows: Before transmitting a frame, a sender fills in the

duration field of the frame’s MAC header a value which

indicates how long it expects to use the medium. Then,

other STAs hearing its transmission can update their lo-

cal network allocation vectors (NAVs) to this time dura-

tion and defter their transmissions until the NAV timers

count down to zero at a uniform rate. When a NAV timer

reaches zero, it indicates that the medium is virtually idle.

By combining the virtual carrier sensing with the PHY

carrier sensing, DCF implements both CSMA and CA,

and it works as follows: If one STA intends to transmit a

frame and the medium has been sensed idle for an inter-

val of time equal to a distributed interframe space (DIFS),

the STA must defer its transmission for a random inter-

val calledbackofftime. The backofftime is a random

number generated uniformly from the interval [0,CW -

1], whereCW is called the contention window size. It is

doubled after each unsuccessful transmission until reach-

ing a maximum value calledCWmax, or it is reset to a

minimum value calledCWmin after a successful trans-

mission or if the frame is dropped. The backoff time is

slotted and a station is allowed to transmit only at the be-

ginning of each slot. Thebackofftime is decremented by

one each time when the medium is sensed idle for one slot

time, otherwise it is frozen. It resumes after the medium

is sensed idle again for a period of DIFS. Once theback-

off timereaches zero, the STA is authorized to access the

medium. Other STAs hearing the transmission defer their

transmissions by adjusting their NAVs.

Collisions may occur if multiple STAs start transmis-

sions simultaneously, or transmission errors appear if the

channel conditions are poor, which can be caused by

channel fading, path loss, thermal noise, or interferences

from other radio sources (e.g., Bluetooth devices, mi-

crowave ovens). In order to notify the sender that the

frame has been received successfully, a positive acknowl-

edgement (ACK) is required to be sent out by the receiver

after receiving the data frame correctly. The transmitted

data frame and its ACK is separated by a period called

the shortest interframe space (SIFS). If an ACK is not re-

ceived within the period ofACKTimeout, most likely be-

cause a data frame is corrupted (see Figure 1) or because

an ACK frame is corrupted (see Figure 2), the sender as-

sumes that its transmission was failed (either due to col-

lisions or transmission errors). Then it schedules a re-

transmission by entering again a backoff process with a

double-sizedCW value until the maximumretry limit is

reached.

Other STAs

Sender

Receiver

Data

Backoff

CW

CW

CW

Defer access=EIFS=SIFS+ACK+DIFS

CW

ACK timeout
DIFS DIFS

Time

Retry

EIFS

EIFS

Figure 1: An example of unsuccessful transmission in
DCF due to corrupted data

Other STAs

Sender

Receiver

Data

ACK

CW

NAV

DIFS

Defer access = NAV+DIFS

DIFS

CW

CW

SIFS

CW

Backoff

DIFS

ACK timeout
Retry

Time

Figure 2: An example of unsuccessful transmission in
DCF due to corrupted ACK

It should be pointed out that collisions and transmis-

sion errors are not differentiated by the 802.11 MAC pro-
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tocol. With DCF, if a transmitter does not receive an

ACK frame, it increases itsCW size and retransmits the

frame given theretry limit is not reached. Ideally, the

CW size should be increased only when frame losses are

due to collisions in order to decrease congestion, since

increasing theCW size in the case of transmission er-

rors may degrade the data throughput and may increase

the transmission delays. However, the 802.11 standard

cannot distinguish collisions from transmission errors at

the MAC layer and it handles them in a same way. If

an error is detected in the received data frame by an in-

correct frame check sequence (FCS) value, other STAs

except the transmitter in the same service area should

then use an extended IFS interval (EIFS) which goes be-

yond the time duration of a DIFS interval as the waiting

period. The FCS field in each MAC frame is a 32 bit

cyclic redundancy code (CRC). As shown in Figure 1,

an EIFS interval2 is the sum of DIFS plus SIFS and plus

the time duration for an ACK transmission at the basic

data rate [1]. On the other hand, the transmitter will wait

for anACKTimeoutduration which is usually set equal to

(EIFS − DIFS). In this way, the transmitter is sup-

posed to have enough time to find out there was a recep-

tion error at the receiver side. Then, other STAs in the

same service area can defer their transmissions, and re-

ception of a correct frame during the EIFS interval will

resynchronize the STA to the actual busy/idle state of the

medium. This will terminate the EIFS, and the normal

access (using DIFS and backoff) resumes following the

reception of that frame [1].

As shown in Figure 2, if a data frame was success-

fully received but the returned ACK was corrupted, other

STAs can still set their NAVs successfully and defer their

transmissions to an interval ofNAV + DIFS. With-

2The NAV protection may not be available for other STAs when the
transmitted data frame is corrupted.

out receiving an ACK frame in the ACKTimeout period,

the transmitter then contends to retransmit the same data

frame again after another DIFS and backoff.

To deal with thehidden terminalproblem, an optional

four way hand-shaking technique, known as the Request-

ToSend/ClearToSend (RTS/CTS) mechanism, is intro-

duced. Before a data frame transmission, the transmitter

sends a short control frame, 20 bytes RTS, and the re-

ceiver replies with a CTS frame (14 bytes) if it is ready

to receive. Once the transmitter receives the CTS frame,

it transmits the data frame. Other STAs hearing a RTS, a

CTS, or a data frame update their NAVs, and will defer

their transmissions until the updated NAV timers reach

zero.

Two retry counters associated with each MAC frame

are set: a short and a long retry counter. For a frame

whose length is less than or equal to theRTSThreshold,

the short retry counter is used. The short retry counter

is incremented after each retry attempt until this num-

ber reaches theShortRetryLimit. The short retry counter

should be reset to 0 when the frame transmission suc-

ceeds or the frame is dropped. For the frames longer

than the RTSThreshold, retransmissions are done until

the number of the attempts reaches theLongRetryLimit

value or the frame has been successfully transmitted.

After reaching either the ShortRetryLimit or the Lon-

gRetryLimit values, the frame is discarded.

3 IEEE 802.11a PHY layer

The 802.11a PHY layer adopts the orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing (OFDM) technology [13]. The ba-

sic idea of the OFDM technology is to divide a high-

speed binary signal into a number of parallel low rate bit

streams and modulating each of these data streams onto

individual sub-carriers. In 802.11a, 52 sub-carriers are
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introduced, of which 48 sub-carriers carry actual data and

4 sub-carriers are pilots that facilitate phase tracking for

coherent demodulation. Each low rate bit stream is used

to modulate a subcarrier from one of the channels in the

5 GHz band. A modulation operation involves translating

a data stream into a sequence of symbols. Each symbol

may encode a certain number of bits. The number de-

pends on the modulation scheme. The symbol sequence

is then transmitted at a certain rate, called the symbol

rate. For a given symbol rate, the data rate is determined

by the number of encoded bits per symbol (NBpS). In

mobile wireless networks, path loss, fading, and interfer-

ence cause the variations in the received signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR), which also cause the variations in the bit

error rate (BER). The lower the SNR, the more difficult

it is for the modulation scheme to decode the received

signal. Motivated by the observation that for a given

SNR, a decrease in PHY data rate by changing modu-

lation modes helps to reduce the BER value, link adap-

tation schemes3 are introduced in the 802.11 networks.

To support link adaptation, 802.11a defines eight modes

with different modulation schemes such as binary phase

shift keying modulation (BPSK), quadrature phase shift

keying modulation (QPSK), 16-ary quadrature amplitude

modulation (QAM), and 64-ary QAM.

Two sub-layers are specified in the PHY layer: the

PHY layer convergence procedure (PLCP) sub-layer

which performs frame exchanges between the MAC

and PHY layers, and the PHY layer medium depen-

dent (PMD) sub-layer which provides actual transmis-

sions and receptions over the wireless medium. Before

each transmission, a MAC layer frame is encapsulated

into a PLCP sub-layer service data unit (PSDU) frame

and then mapped into a PMD sub-layer protocol data

3The mechanism used to select dynamically one out of the multiple
available data transmission rates at a given time is referred to as a link
adaptation scheme.

MAC frame

PSDU
Tail

bit

Coded PSDU
(Scrambled+Encoded)

PLCP

header

Optional padding bits

PLCP

preamble

SERVICE+Coded PSDU (Data)
Variable number of OFDM symbols

SIGNAL
one OFDM

symbol

PLCP preamble
(10 short symbols+

2 long symbols)

SERVICE

16bits

RATE

4bits

Reserved

1bit

LENGTH

12bits

Parity

1bit

Tail

6bits
PSDU

Tail

6bits

Pad

bits

Tpreamble =16us

Coded/OFDM

(BPSK)

Coded/OFDM

(RATE is indicated in SIGNAL field)

TPLCPhdr =4us

PHY PMD

sub-layer

PHY PLCP

sub-layer

MAC layer

PPDU

PLCP

header

Figure 3: PHY frame formats (PPDU, PSDU) for
802.11a OFDM

unit (PPDU). The PPDU is the actual transmitted unit

carried by the 802.11a OFDM technique. The frame for-

mats of PSDU and PPDU in 802.11a are illustrated in

Figure 3. Each PHY layer frame includes a PLCP pream-

ble, a PLCP header, a MAC payload, tail bits, and op-

tional padding bits4. The PLCP preamble field is used

for synchronization. It consists of 10 short training sym-

bol sequences (0.8µs each) and two long training symbol

sequences (4µs each). Once the PLCP preamble trans-

mission is started, the PHY layer immediately initiates

data scrambling and encoding. The scrambled and en-

coded data frame should be exchanged between the MAC

and PHY layers. The PLCP header, except the SERVICE

field, constitutes another OFDM symbol denoted by SIG-

NAL field in a PPDU frame, which is transmitted in du-

ration of 4µs with BPSK modulation and rate-1/2 con-

volutional coding. The 6-bit tail field is used to return the

PHY convolutional codec to the zero state. The transmis-

sion interval for each OFDM symbol is 4µs. The 16-bit

SERVICE field of the PLCP header and the encapsulated

MAC frame (along with six tail bits and pad bits), repre-

sented by the DATA field in a PPDU, are transmitted with

4The optional padding bits are used to make the resulting bit string
into a multiple of OFDM symbols.
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the data rate specified in the RATE field.

4 Analytical model

In this section we present an analytical model for the

802.11 DCF protocol in congested and error-prone chan-

nels. In this work, collision and transmission error are

considered as two independent events. Acollisionoccurs

definitely when multiple STAs start transmissions simul-

taneously5. On the other hand, a transmissionerror is

considered only if a frame is corrupted due to channel

noises. In case both events occur simultaneously, we only

treat them as a single collision event.

We assume that the wireless channel is a Gaussian

channel, in which each bit has the same bit error prob-

ability, and bit errors are identically and independently

distributed (i.i.d.) over the whole frame. Although the

Gaussian channel model cannot capture the multi-path

fading characteristics of a wireless channel, it is widely

used due to its simplicity. We ignore the effects of dis-

tance in which different STAs can have different bit error

probabilities and different frame error probabilities. In

summary, we make the following assumptions:

• Fixed number of STAs with saturated traffic sources,

i.e., each STA has always frames available for trans-

mission.

• No hidden terminals [14] and no capture ef-

fects [15].

• No link-adaptation mechanism: each STA chooses a

static transmission mode and a fixed PHY data rate.

• A Gaussian wireless channel.

5We do not consider the possible capture effects in which the re-
ceiver with the strongest receiving power could capture its sending sig-
nal.

Let the number of contending STAs to be a fixed value

n. For a given STA, the probability of a collision seen by

its packet being transmitted on the channel is denoted by

pc. This is a station-dependent collision probability. On

the other hand, the probability that any two or more STAs

start transmissions in a same slot is denoted byPC . The

latter one is measured from a system point of view, with-

out referring to any particular STA. Similarly, the frame

error probability for a given STA is denoted bype. PE

is defined as the probability that there is a transmission

error on the channel without looking into any particular

STA.

In our model all the STAs are assumed to perform the

same backoff behavior. It is called ahomogenous case.

Hence, the following analysis is divided into two parts:

First, we investigate the backoff behavior of a single STA

with a Markov chain model in congested and error-prone

channels. We compute the stationary probabilityτ that

the STA transmits a data frame in a random chosen time

slot. Second, by analyzing the events that occur within a

randomly chosen time slot, we obtain the system satura-

tion throughput as a function ofτ .

Table 1 recapitulates the notations used in this paper.

4.1 Markov chain for a single STA

Similar to [2] and [4], we use a discrete-time Markov

chain model to study the random backoff behavior of any

given STA. The key difference between our model and

the Markov chain models in [2] and [4] is that we intro-

duce a new probability,pf , as shown in Figure 4.pf

stands for the frame failure transmission probability. Ei-

ther a collision or a transmission error event results in a

failed transmission and thus an increase of theCW size.

Let s(t) and b(t) be the stochastic processes repre-

senting the backoff stage and the backofftime counter

6



n Number of STAs LPld MAC payload size (0-2304 bytes)
W0 Minimum contention window size LMAChdr MAC header size, including 32 bit CRC
Wm′ Maximum contention window size Ldata MAC data frame size:Ldata = LMAChdr + LPld

NBpS Number of encoded bits per OFDM symbol Lack MAC layer ACK frame size
TSIFS Duration of SIFS LSER 802.11a PHY layer SERVICE fields size (16 bits)
TDIFS Duration of DIFS LTAIL 802.11a PHY layer TAIL fields size (6 bits)
TEIFS Duration of EIFS R PHY layer data rate
TPld Duration to transmit a MAC data payload S MAC layer saturation throughput
Tdata Duration to transmit a MAC data frame pc Collision probability seen by a transmitted packet
Tack Duration to transmit an ACK frame pe Frame error probability (FER)
TPLCPpreamble Duration of a PLCP preamble pb Bit error rate (BER)
TPLCPhdr Duration of a PLCP header PI Probability of no transmission in a slot
TPHY hdr Sum ofTPLCPpreamble andTPLCPhdr PE Probability of transmission errors in a slot
Tsymbol Interval of an OFDM symbol in 802.11a PC Probability of collisions in a slot
pf Transmission failure probability of one STA PS Probability of successful transmissions in a slot
δ Propagation delay Eb Energy level per transmitted bit
σ PHY layer actual time slot N0 Noise level

Table 1: Notations
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Figure 4: Markov chain model for backoff window size
in error-prone networks

respectively for a given STA at time slott. The

bidirectional process{s(t), b(t)} can be modeled by

a Markov chain as shown in Figure 4. Letbi,k =

limt→∞ P{s(t) = i, b(t) = k} be the stationary distribu-

tion of the Markov chain, wherei ∈ [0,m], k ∈ [0,Wi −
1]. m denotes the retry limit number for any transmit-

ted frame. As specified in [1], for frames with length

less than theRTSThreshold, the default value ofm is

7 (ShortRetryLimit), whereas for frames longer than

the RTSThreshold, it is set to 4 (LongRetryLimit).

For convenience,CWmin is denoted byW0, andCWmax

is denoted byWm′ which is equal to2m′
W0, wherem′

represents the number of doubling theCW size from

CWmin to CWmax. Note thatm′ can be larger than,

equal to, or less thanm [1]. If m′ ≤ m, once theCW

reachesWm′ , it will remain at this value ofWm′ until it

is reset. Accordingly, the frame will be retransmitted un-

til reaching its retry limit. On the other hand, ifm′ > m,

before theCW size reachesWm′ , the frame has to be

dropped when the number of its retransmission reaches

the retry limit. Hence, we have the following

Wi =





2iW0, i ≤ m′

2m′
W0 = Wm′ , i > m′.

(1)

In our Markov chain, the only non-null one-step tran-

sition probabilities6 are:





P{i, k|i, k + 1} = 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ m , 0 ≤ k ≤ Wi − 2

P{0, k|i, 0} = (1− pf )/W0, 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 , 0 ≤ k ≤ W0 − 1

P{i, k|i− 1, 0} = pf /Wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m , 0 ≤ k ≤ Wi − 1

P{0, k|m, 0} = 1/W0, 0 ≤ k ≤ W0 − 1.

6Similar to [2], the transition probabilities are expressed in the short
notation: P{i, k|j, l} = P{s(t + 1) = i, b(t + 1) = k|s(t) =
j, b(t) = l}.
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The above four transition probabilities account respec-

tively for: 1) the decrements of the backofftime when

the channel is sensed idle for a time slot; 2) after a suc-

cessful transmission, the backofftime of the new frame

starts from the backoff stage 0; 3) a failed transmission

(either due to a collision or an error) leads to the increase

of backoff stages; 4) at the maximum backoff stage (i.e.,

them-th stage), theCW size will always be reset. This

considers the two cases either when the transmission is

unsuccessful but it reaches the retry limit, or when the

transmission is successful.

Let bi,k be the stationary distribution of the Markov

chain. First, we have:

bi,0 = pi
fb0,0, 0 ≤ i ≤ m. (2)

Owing to the chain regularities, for eachk ∈ (0,Wi −
1), we have:

bi,k =
Wi − k

Wi





(1− pf )
∑m−1

j=0 bj,0 + bm,0, i = 0,

pf bi−1,0, 0 < i ≤ m.

(3)

Using (2), Equation (3) can be simplified as:

bi,k =
Wi − k

Wi
bi,0, 0 ≤ i ≤ m. (4)

Therefore, with (2), (4), and (1),b0,0 is obtained

through the following normalization condition:

1 =
m∑

i=0

Wi−1∑

k=0

bi,k =
m∑

i=0

pi
f b0,0

Wi + 1
2

, (5)

from which we get:

b0,0 =





2(1−2pf )(1−pf )

(1−pf )W (1−(2pf )m+1)+(1−2pf )(1−pm+1
f

)
, m ≤ m′,

2(1−2pf )(1−pf )

Z
, m > m′,

where

Z =(1− pf )W (1− (2pf )m′+1) + (1− 2pf )(1− pm+1
f )

+ W2m′pm′+1
f (1− 2pf )(1− pm−m′

f ).

From the Markov chain in Figure 4, we can now cal-

culate the probabilityτ that one STA transmits in a ran-

domly chosen time slot. Since any transmission occurs

only when its backofftime reaches zero,τ can be ex-

pressed as:

τ =

m∑
i=0

bi,0

=





2(1−2pf )(1−pm+1
f

)

(1−pf )W (1−(2pf )m+1)+(1−2pf )(1−pm+1
f

)
, m ≤ m′,

2(1−2pf )(1−pm+1
f

)

Z
, m > m′.

(6)

Note thatpf is still unknown. To calculatepf , we as-

sume that at each transmission attempt, regardless of the

number of retransmissions, each frame has a constant and

independent failure probabilitypf . Thus the transmission

failure probability of a given STA can be expressed as:

pf = 1− (1− pc)(1− pe) = pc + pe − pepc, (7)

Here,pe stands for the frame error probability (FER)

of a MAC data frame or an ACK frame for the given STA.

Assuming that the two events “data frame corrupted” and

“ACK frame corrupted” are independent, we obtain:

pe = pdata
e + pack

e − pdata
e pack

e , (8)
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wherepdata
e andpack

e are FERs of data frames and ACK

frames respectively.

Given that the bit errors are uniformly distributed over

the whole frame,pdata
e andpack

e can then be calculated

as:

pdata
e = 1− (1− pb)Ldata , (9)

pack
e = 1− (1− pb)Lack , (10)

where the bit error rate (pb) can be estimated by mea-

suring the bit-energy-to-noise ratio: For both BPSK and

QPSK modulations,pb can be calculated by [16]:

pb = Q

(√
2

Eb

N0

)
, (11)

and for M-ray QAM (M can be 16 or 64 in 802.11a),

pb can be obtained from the following formula [16]:

pb ≈ 4(1− 1√
M

)Q

(√
3Eb

(M − 1)N0

)
, (12)

where Eb

N0
is the bit-energy-to-noise ratio of the received

signal andQ-functionis defined as:

Q(x) =
∫ ∞

x

1√
2π

e
−t2
2 dt. (13)

To calculatepc, we assume that each frame collides

with a constant and independent probabilitypc. We then

have the following relation:

pc = 1− (1− τ)n−1. (14)

Combining Equations (7) and (14), we get the expres-

sion ofpf :

pf = 1− (1− pe)(1− τ)n−1, (15)

wherepe is obtained from Equation (8).

Equations (6) and (15) represent a nonlinear system

with two unknown variables,τ and pf , which can be

solved numerically.

4.2 System saturation throughput

The saturation throughputS is defined as a ratio of suc-

cessfully transmitted payload size over a randomly cho-

sen time slot duration:

S =
E[LPld]
E[T ]

, (16)

whereE[LPld] is the expected value of the successfully

transmitted payload sizes, andE[T ] denotes the corre-

sponding expected value of time slot durations.

PHYhdr Payload (LPld) ACKMAChdr SIFS DIFS

T
S

EIFS

T
C

T
I

CRC PHYhdr

PHYhdr Payload (LPld)MAChdr

PHYhdr Payload (LPld) CRC

data

E
T

EIFS

PHYhdr Payload (LPld) SIFS DIFSCRC

ack

E
T

CRC

PHYhdr ACK

MAChdr

MAChdr

Idle

Success

Collision

Data

error

ACK

error

Tdata

Figure 5: Time slot durations under an error-prone chan-
nel

To calculateS, we first analyze a randomly chosen

time slot. As shown in Figure 5, there are five kinds of

possible time slot durations: 1)TI , the idle slot duration;

2) TS , the duration in which the channel is sensed busy

because of a successful transmission; 3)TC , the duration

in which the channel is sensed busy because of a colli-

sion. Since hidden terminal is not considered in this pa-

per, only the data frames can get collided, and there are

no collisions for ACK frames; 4)T data
E , the duration that

9



the channel is sensed busy because of a transmission er-

ror of a data frame; 5)T ack
E , the duration in which the

channel is sensed busy because of a transmission error of

an ACK frame.

If there is no transmission during a time slot, i.e., the

slot is idle, then then STAs wait for the shortest slot du-

ration TI . Otherwise, the duration can be expressed by

the summation of the time that the channel is sensed busy

and the time the system waits until the channel becomes

idle again. For example,TS is the sum of a DIFS inter-

val and the successful transmission time durations of a

data frame followed by an ACK frame.TC , T data
E , and

T ack
E refer respectively to the time interval that the chan-

nel is occupied because of collisions, data frame errors

and ACK frame errors.

Note that the above three kinds of slots (TI , TS , TC)

have been studied before (e.g. [2]–[7]). However, the cal-

culation ofTC in the literature (i.e.,TC = TPHY hdr +

Tdata + δ + TDIFS) is not in accordance with the 802.11

standard [1]. Actually,TC should be equal toTPHY hdr +

Tdata + δ + TEIFS , and we have

TEIFS = TSIFS +TPHY hdr +Tack +δ+TDIFS . (17)

Given that the DCF protocol cannot distinguish trans-

mission errors of data frames from collisions, we then

obtainT data
E = TC .

More precisely, if there is a failure in a data frame

transmission (either a collision or a transmission error),

all the STAs except the transmitter should defer their

transmissions for a same time interval which is equal

to TC or say T data
E , as shown in Figure 1 and Fig-

ure 5. The transmitter should wait for a time duration

TPHY hdr +Tdata + δ +TACKOut +TDIFS before start-

ing another transmission, where

TACKOut = TSIFS + TPHY hdr + Tack + δ. (18)

By a simple calculation, we found this time duration is

also equal toTC . Hence, in the case of a failed data frame

transmission, all the STAs defer a same period of time

(sayTC or T data
E ) before contending the channel again.

During this time period, the channel is sensed busy (see

Figure 5).

On the other hand, if a data frame was successfully re-

ceived but its ACK frame was corrupted due to channel

noises, other STAs than the communication pair will treat

this event as a successful transmission since they can de-

code the duration field correctly from the transmitted data

frame. They sense the channel busy for the time period

T ack
E , which is equal toTS .

In summary, the five different time slots are as follows:





TI = σ

TS =2TPHY hdr+Tdata+2δ+TSIFS +Tack+TDIFS

TC = TPHY hdr + Tdata + δ + TEIFS

T data
E = TPHY hdr + Tdata + δ + TEIFS

T ack
E = TS ,

(19)

whereTdata and Tack denote the transmission time of

a data frame and an ACK frame respectively. They are

PHY-layer dependent and frame transmissions are in unit

of OFDM symbols. Based on the frame transmission

analysis done in Section 3, we obtain:

Tdata = Tsymbol Ceiling

(
LSER + LTAIL + Ldata

NBpS

)
,

(20)
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Tack = Tsymbol Ceiling

(
LSER + LTAIL + Lack

NBpS

)
,

(21)

whereCeiling() is a function that returns the smallest in-

teger greater than or equal to its argument value.LSER

denotes the size of the SERVICE field andLTAIL de-

notes the TAIL field in 802.11a. They are all listed in

Table 1.

Now, we analyze the corresponding probabilities to

have the above slot durations. LetPI be the probability

that no transmission occurs in a time slot, it is expressed

as:

PI = (1− τ)n, (22)

whereτ represents the probability that a given STA starts

a transmission in a randomly chosen slot.

The probabilityPS for a successful transmission in a

slot is obtained only when one STA transmits a frame and

there is no error neither in the data frame nor in the ACK

frame.

PS = nτ(1− τ)n−1(1− pdata
e )(1− pack

e ). (23)

The probability that there is a collision on a time slot

is equal to:

PC = 1− (1− τ)n − nτ(1− τ)n−1. (24)

P data
E stands for the probability that a transmission er-

ror occurs on a data frame in a time slot; this occurs when

one and only one STA transmits in a time slot and the data

frame is corrupted because of transmission errors.P ack
E

denotes the probability that a data frame transmission is

successful but the corresponding ACK frame is corrupted

due to transmission errors. A transmission error in the

data frame or in the ACK frame can be detected by one of

the following techniques: 1) A CRC frame check failure.

2) The PHY layer sends an error signal to the MAC layer

when the receiving frame cannot be decoded or when the

incoming signal is lost in the middle of a frame reception.

Thus,P data
E andP ack

E can be expressed using the fol-

lowing two equations:

P data
E = nτ(1− τ)n−1pdata

e , (25)

P ack
E = nτ(1− τ)n−1(1− pdata

e )pack
e , (26)

Finally, the system saturation throughput can be com-

puted as follows:

S =
PSLPld

TIPI + TSPS + TCPC + T data
E P data

E + T ack
E P ack

E

,

(27)

whereTI , TS , TC , T data
E , andT ack

E can be obtained from

Equation (19).PI , PS , PC , P data
E , andP ack

E can be cal-

culated from Equations (22)–(26) respectively.

5 Model validation

We have validated our analytical model by using the net-

work simulation tool,NS-2[17]. We have made the fol-

lowing modifications to theNS-2simulation codes:

1) We set the transmission time of the 802.11a PLCP

preamble and PLCP header to 20µs as specified in the

802.11a standard [13]. 2) Static routing is used in order

to study the performance of the pure MAC layer proto-

col. 3) Transmission errors are generated according to

the Gaussian channel assumption.

As an example, we choose the 802.11a PHY layer with

a data rate equal to 6 Mbps (model-1, BPSK modulation)

in the simulations. The transmitting power used for each

STA is assumed to be high enough to cover a 250 meters

11



transmission range. The distance between two neighbors

is 1 meter. In this way, every STA is able to listen each

other and thus there are no hidden terminals in the system.

Table 2 summarizes the MAC and PHY layers’ parame-

ters used in the simulations.

TSIFS (µs) 16 LMAChdr (bits) 224
σ (µs) 9 Lack (bits) 112
TDIFS (µs) 34 δ (µs) 1
TPHY hdr (µs) 20 Tsymbol (µs) 4
W0 16 NBpS 24
m 4 m′ 6

Table 2: The MAC and PHY parameters for 802.11a

To validate our model, we compare the simulation re-

sults with the analytical results obtained from Bianchi’s

model [2], the model in [4] and our model (see Figure 6).

For this simulation, the wireless channel BER value is

10−5 and the number of STAs varies from5 to 80. For

a given number of STAs, we run three simulations with

different random seeds. Each symbol represents a simula-

tion result. Some symbols are superposed because those

simulation results are very close to each other. As shown

in Figure 6, our analytical model matches the simula-

tion results much closer than the models in [2] and [4].

Their models overestimate the saturation throughput of

802.11 because they do not consider channel errors in the

Markov chain model.
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Figure 6: Model validation: comparison with simula-
tions and other models (frame size: 4096 bytes, 6 Mbps
802.11a)

In Figure 7, we study the impact of frame size on the

throughput given various channel conditions. We can see

that our analytical model is very accurate if the chan-

nel BERs are not very high (i.e.BER = 10−6 and

BER = 10−5), and slightly overestimates the saturation

throughput on a very noisy channel (i.e.BER = 10−4).

Even for the latter case, the difference between the model

and the simulation is less than 1%, which means that

our model is precise enough to predict the performance

of an 802.11 system in error-prone channels. An inter-

esting observation from this figure is that a larger frame

size results in a higher throughput when the channel BER

is very low, which means a large frame size can signifi-

cantly improve the data throughput under a good channel

condition. However, when the channel is in a bad condi-

tion, large frame size degrades the throughput.
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Figure 7: Model validation: analysis vs. simulations for
50 STAs (6 Mbps 802.11a, differentBER values)

As a first application of our model, we have computed

the optimal frame size according to the channel condi-

tions as shown in Figure 8. Here, the optimal frame size

refers to the payload size at the MAC layer which gives

the maximum saturation throughput for a given channel

BER and a certain number of STAs (n). We increase

the data payload size from 128 bytes to 4500 bytes with a

step of 128 bytes to find the optimal frame size which pro-
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vides the maximum saturation throughput. As expected,

under a saturated condition, the optimal frame size de-

creases when the channel BER value increases, and it has

no relation with the number of STAs.
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Figure 8: Optimal frame sizes at the MAC layer accord-
ing to the channel conditions
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Figure 9: Saturation throughput obtained with the opti-
mal frame size

Figure 9 shows the saturation throughput performance

obtained from the model with the optimal frame sizes for

different numbers of STAs. If the channel is not very

noisy (i.e., whenBER ≤ 10−4), the saturation through-

put decreases when the number of STAs increases. How-

ever, if the channel is very noisy (e.g., whenBER =

10−3), the saturation throughput increases when the num-

ber of STAs increases. Actually in the latter case, the bulk

of frames are dropped due to transmission errors. The

more STAs join, the more likely data frames are success-

fully transmitted through the channel and thus the higher

overall throughput is achieved.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an analytical model to

compute the 802.11 MAC layer saturation throughput

for the DCF mechanism in both congested and error-

prone wireless channels. Simulation results show that

our model is very accurate. As a first application of our

model, we have computed the optimal payload sizes ac-

cording to the channel conditions. Our results confirm

that transmission errors have a significant impact on the

802.11 MAC layer throughput performance. Future work

will include delay analysis in congested and error chan-

nels.
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